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A new report rated countries on
‘sustainable development.’ The U.S. did
horribly

July 21, 2016

Last September, urged on by Pope Francis, the United Nations

and its 193 member states embraced the most sweeping quest yet

to, basically, save the world and everyone in it — dubbed the

Sustainable Development Goals. It’s a global agenda to fix

climate change, stop hunger, end poverty, extend health and

access to jobs, and vastly more — all by 2030.

The goals comprise no less than 17 separate items and 169

“targets” within them. And this isn’t just an airy exercise — the

targets are quite specific (“By 2030, progressively achieve and

sustain income growth of the bottom 40 per cent of the

population at a rate higher than the national average”). That

means that at least in many cases, countries can actually be

measured on how they’re faring in meeting these goals, based on

a large range of sociological, economic and other indicators.

“In the global context, the idea that we should be both measuring

and aiming for economic, social, and environmental goals

simultaneously, a kind of triple bottom line, has become more

and more a worldwide accepted idea,” said Jeffrey Sachs, the

Columbia University economist and U.N. adviser who has been

closely involved in the goals and heads the Sustainable

Development Solutions Network.  That’s even though, as Sachs

points out, here in the U.S. we barely discuss or acknowledge the

goals.

When it comes to sticking that “triple bottom line,” not all

countries are faring very well at the moment. That’s the gist of a

new report from Bertelsmann Stiftung, a large German

foundation, and Sachs’s Sustainable Development Solutions

Network, which has actually ranked the countries of the world

based on where they stand at the outset of trying to achieve these

goals over the next decade and a half.

“What we’ve done in this report is a first scan of about 150

countries,” Sachs said. “It’s the first time anybody has taken a

look across the world.” A hundred and ninety-three U.N. member

countries endorsed the Sustainable Development Goals, but there

wasn’t enough data to include all of them at this point.

Based on the data available, though, the report finds that

Scandinavian countries — Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland —

win the honors. Sweden was already “84.5 percent of the way to

the best possible outcome across the 17 [Sustainable

Development Goals],” the report found, ranking number one in

the world – and receiving a corresponding score of 84.5. The

other three Scandinavian nations then filled out the top four

slots, followed by many European nations.

The United States, in contrast, ranked 25th, with a score of 72.7.

It fared considerably worse than a comparable neighbor, Canada,

which ranked 13th, with a score of 76.8.

In general, the report notes, poorer countries tended to

fare worse in the rankings because sustainable development

focuses so heavily on extending sustenance, health, advanced

energy and infrastructure, and much more to the world’s billions.

Indeed, the entire Sustainable Development Goals paradigm is

based on the idea that richer countries will help out poorer ones

in achieving the goals.

Still, the report also notes that  “it is possible to be rich (high

income) but with significant inequality and unsustainable

environmental practices.” That pretty much seems to sum up the

U.S.

In fact, the U.S. scored in the red, meaning “seriously far from

achievement as of 2015,” for 12 out of 17 of the sustainable

development goals. Those goals were “no poverty,” “zero hunger,”

“gender equality,” “affordable and clean energy,” “decent work

and economic growth,” “reduced inequalities,” “responsible

consumption and production,” “climate action,” “life below

water,” “life on land,” “peace, justice and strong institutions,” and

“partnerships for the goals” (which involves establishing

transnational collaborations to achieve them).

These poor rankings were doled out because (among other

things) the U.S. has too many people below the poverty line, too

much adult obesity, too little renewable energy, too many

homicides and people in prison, and so on and so on. The

individual country-level breakdowns can be read here.

The report acknowledges that “some countries may be puzzled by

their scores and that some will be unhappy with their place in the

global rankings,” promising “to correct errors and update the

report as new data become available.”

For Sachs, the poor score of the United States underscores that

while we’ve done exceedingly well economically, we’ve neglected

the social and the environmental dimensions of progress — issues

ranging from equality to ecosystem preservation.

“We’ve long been the richest big economy in the world, but it’s

pretty clear that something’s really gone off the rails in our

country, and it turns out that both the social indicators and the

environmental indicators really show that that’s the case,” he

said.

In contrast, the best ranking country, Sweden, was only in the red

on two indicators — “climate action” and “life on land,” due to too

many carbon dioxide emissions and too much deforestation. That

was, in fact, a common theme. Amid an ongoing energy

transition, even the four Scandinavian countries were still rated

as being in the red on climate action.

“The environment remains a challenge for everybody, which is

why this basic question, can the world economy grow, and not

destroy the planet, is still a question,” said Sachs.

By Chris Mooney

 

Pope Francis addresses attendees in the opening ceremony to commence a plenary
meeting of the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit 2015 at the United
Nations headquarters in Manhattan, New York September 25, 2015. REUTERS/Andrew
Kelly
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The US is failing on“affordable and clean energy"! Are these morons
out of their minds? Fracked gas has been a boon to low energy prices
and reduced CO2 emissions in the US!
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What planet do you live on?? Fracking contaminates
ecosystems and poisons the air, soil and water, and human
communities, wildlife, farm animals and domestic animals.
Fracking is a pox on the earth!!   
  
We must wean ourselves from fossil fuels and switch to
sustainable energy generation
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Uneducated opinions about fossil fuels, such as yours, are the
reason the US has failed.
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I liked it better when we realized Marxism was regressive, rather than
pretending it's progressive.
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"In contrast, the best ranking country, Sweden, was only in the red on
two indicators — “climate action” and “life on land,” due to too many
carbon dioxide emissions and too much deforestation."  
  
Then Sweden flunks too. The ultimate bottom line is above our heads,
in the concentration of greenhouse gas.  
  
"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs." World Commission on the Environment and
Development (1987)  
  
Alvin Bartlett, that tireless debunker of exponential growth, proposed as
his First Law of Sustainability: Population growth and/or growth in the
rates of consumption of resources cannot be sustained.  
  
"Hence sustainable growth, a phrase beloved by politicians, is an
oxymoron." (Bartlett, in Life on the Brink, 2012)   
  
'
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Amazing - I have been saying that about an oxymoron for ages
- and here is someone joining me. Whenever I get the chance I
make the point that NOTHING can keep on growing; yet the
mantra of the age is "growth" it makes me cringe whenever I
hear it. I have an even simpler definition of sustainable - that
which can continue more or less indefinitely - in other words it
can be sustained, What we are doing to our world cannot be
sustained - and those with eyes to see can see this.
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But Trump says that salaries "are to high"... and all people with
education below HS applaud this ignoramus that learns how to defend
the country in the TV shows...  
  
The summer heat is insupportable already here in Texas; but the
American red necks continue negating global warming and the part of
fossil fuels in it.  
  
No hope when the ignorant people might elevate to the presidency of
the United States a fraudster.
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You claim the uneducated support Trump, yet, you clearly don't
know the difference between "to" and "too," and hate Trump.
Perhaps the ignorant hate Trump and simply refer to those
whose opinions differ from theirs as "rednecks," while wholly
ignoring the fact of the massive el nino event that largely drove
global temps during the past year.   
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El Nino events are superimposed on the general
anthropogenic warming trend. Successive El Ninos rise
in temperature along with the general trend.   
  
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/global/g...  
  
El Ninos do not drive anything. They are not forcing.
They are an internal variation of heat transport in the
ocean caused by oscillation of ocean currents.
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Comparing a country with a population no larger than that of New York
City and other countries with population half that of New York City is
really quite meaningless propaganda, something Jeffery Sachs is very
good at.
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Jeffrey Sachs is just reporting the statistics, dude. It is clear
that you don't understand that.  
  
I'm sure that you did not even finish Elementary education.
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Jeff Sachs is like a Minister of Truth in George Orwell's
book 1984.
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More like cherry-picking statistics, and I absolutely am
certain I am better educated than you.
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